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We present a method to approximate partition functions of quantum systems using mixed-state
quantum computation. For positive semi-definite Hamiltonians, our method has expected running-
time that is almost linear in (M/(εrelZ))2, where M is the dimension of the quantum system, Z is the
partition function, and εrel is the relative precision. It is based on approximations of the exponential
operator as linear combinations of certain operators related to block-encoding of Hamiltonians or
Hamiltonian evolutions. The trace of each operator is estimated using a standard algorithm in
the one clean qubit model. For large values of Z, our method may run faster than exact classical
methods, whose complexities are polynomial in M . We also prove that a version of the partition
function estimation problem within additive error is complete for the so-called DQC1 complexity
class, suggesting that our method provides a super-polynomial speedup for certain parameter values.
To attain a desired relative precision, we develop a classical procedure based on a sequence of
approximations within predetermined additive errors that may be of independent interest.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important quantities used to describe
a physical system in thermodynamic equilibrium is the
partition function Z. Many thermodynamic properties,
such as the free energy or entropy, can then be derived
from Z using simple mathematical relations [1]. Partition
functions also appear naturally in many other problems
in mathematics and computer science, such as count-
ing the solutions of constraint satisfaction problems [2].
Therefore, developing novel algorithms for partition func-
tions is of great importance [3–7].

In this paper, we present a method for approximating
partition functions using the one clean qubit model of
computation. In this model, one qubit is initialized in
a pure state, in addition to n qubits in the maximally
mixed state [8]. This is in contrast to standard quan-
tum computation, where the many-qubit initial state
is pure [9]. The one clean qubit model has attracted
significant attention as it appears that some problems
can be solved efficiently within this model for which
no efficient classical algorithms are known to exist [10–
12]. Additionally, this model is practically relevant for
mixed-state quantum computation, e.g., it is suitable
to describe liquid-state NMR [13, 14], and for quantum
metrology [15]. We demonstrate further advantages of
the one clean qubit model by describing a method to es-
timate partition functions of quantum systems.

Our main result is a method that outputs an esti-
mate Ẑ of Z within given relative precision εrel > 0 and
with high success probability (1 − δ) < 1. To achieve
this goal we first give algorithms in the one clean qubit
model that can estimate partition functions of certain m-

qubit systems within a desired additive error. The basic
idea behind these algorithms is the fact that Z can be
approximated from linear combinations of the traces of
certain unitary operators. We present two approaches:
one in which the unitaries are constructed from a block-
encoding of the Hamiltonian and another in which they
are constructed from Hamiltonian evolutions.1 The trace
of each such unitary can be estimated by repeated uses
of the well-known trace-estimation algorithm of Fig. 1,
which allows us to compute Z with additive error. Fi-
nally, we obtain an estimate of Z within a desired relative
error by iterating multiple additive-error estimations.

For positive semi-definite Hamiltonians, our algorithm
for obtaining relative-error estimates of the partition
function has expected running-time that is almost linear
in (M/(εrelZ))2, where M = 2m. In contrast, the run-
time of a classical method based on exact diagonalization
scales as M3 and the runtime of the kernel polynomial
method scales as M [16]. Our method can thus provide
a significant (super-polynomial) speedup in cases where
Z, or the temperature, is sufficiently large. However, the
improvement is less pronounced or may be lost when Z is
small, which corresponds to the low-temperature regime.
In this regime, estimating the partition function is known
to be computationally difficult [7, 17]. Further, numer-
ous complexity theoretic results effectively rule out the
possibility of having efficient general-purpose algorithms
for estimating the partition function. Exactly comput-

1 Whether one approach is more suitable than the other will de-
pend on the specification of the Hamiltonian of the system. See
Sections IV, V, and VIII for details.
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ing partition functions of classical systems, e.g., the Ising
model is #P-hard [18], and even approximating them to
a multiplicative error can be NP-hard; see Ref. [19] for
some results. While efficient polynomial-time approxi-
mation algorithms exist for high-temperature partition
functions, these algorithms have not been shown to work
at low temperatures, i.e., temperatures below the critical
point [7]. Our method as well as known quantum algo-
rithms such as Ref. [4] can work at any temperature, even
though the complexities may not always be favorable.

The complexity of additive-error estimates of the parti-
tion function has also received attention, notably in the
context of quantum computation. It is known that for
certain lattice models this problem can be either BQP-
complete or DQC1-complete, but only in complex param-
eter regimes (complex temperatures) that do not corre-
spond to physical scenarios [20]. In a physically relevant
setting (real temperature), Brandão showed that it is
DQC1-hard to estimate the normalized partition function
of certain logm-local Hamiltonians within 1/poly(m) ad-
ditive error at temperature that is Ω(1/poly(m)) [3]. Our
results imply that this problem is in fact DQC1-complete.
This suggests that in some cases our algorithm provides
a super-polynomial speed-up.

H|0i

1l

2n V

FIG. 1. The trace-estimation algorithm to compute the renor-
malized trace of a unitary operator V . The clean (ancilla)
qubit is initialized in the state |0〉 and then acted on with
the Hadamard gate H. The remaining n qubits are initialized
in the completely mixed state 1l/2n. The filled circle denotes
that V is applied conditional on the state of the ancilla being
|1〉. Repeated projective measurements of the ancilla-qubit
Pauli operator σx, resulting in ±1 outcomes, provide an esti-
mate of the expectation 〈σx〉 = ReTr[V ]/2n.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we state our assumptions and introduce the partition
function problem where the goal is to estimate Z within
given relative error. In Sec. III we describe the one clean
qubit model and introduce the DQC1 complexity class.
In Sec. IV we provide two approximations to the expo-
nential operator as specific linear combinations of uni-
taries, which will be used by our method. The unitaries
in the approximation are related to block-encoding of
Hamiltonians or Hamiltonian simulation, and we describe
the implementations of these in Sec. V. In Sec. VI we pro-
vide our main algorithms. In Sec. VII we demonstrate
the correctness of our method and in Sec. VIII we estab-
lish its complexity. In Sec. IX we show that a version
of the partition function problem is DQC1-complete and

we conclude in Sec. X.
We give some technical proofs in Appendices A, B,

and C. In Appendix D we develop a classical procedure
to estimate quantities with a given relative error and suc-
cess probability, from estimations with suitable additive
errors and success probabilities. This procedure is for-
mulated under fairly general assumptions and it can be
applied to a wide range of problems beyond the one con-
sidered in this paper. Finally, in Appendix E we bound
the complexity of our algorithms for obtaining relative
estimates to the partition function.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider a discrete, M -dimensional quantum sys-
tem with Hamiltonian H. In the canonical ensemble, the
partition function is

Z := Tr
(
e−βH

)
, (1)

where β ≥ 0 is the inverse temperature. That is,
β = 1/kBT , with kB the Boltzmann constant and T the
temperature. For simplicity, we will focus on systems
composed of m qubits, where m = log2(M). Neverthe-
less, if one is interested in partition functions of quan-
tum systems obeying different particle statistics, such as
bosonic or fermionic systems, the results in Refs. [21, 22]
may be used to represent the corresponding operators in
terms of Pauli operators acting on qubits. The techniques
developed here can then be used to study such systems.
Formally, we define the partition function problem (PFP)
as follows:

Definition 1 (PFP). Given a Hamiltonian H, an in-
verse temperature β ≥ 0, a relative precision parameter
εrel > 0, and a probability of error δ > 0, the goal is to
output a positive number Ẑ such that∣∣∣Ẑ − Z∣∣∣ ≤ εrelZ , (2)

with probability at least (1− δ).
The reason why we focus on relative approximations of

the partition function is because they translate to addi-
tive approximations for the estimation of extensive ther-
modynamic quantities such as entropy and free energy.
For example, the free energy in thermodynamic equilib-
rium is given by F = −(1/β) logZ. Using the estimate Ẑ
to obtain an estimate F̂ , we obtain |F − F̂ | = O(εrel/β).
We will also consider additive approximations of Z in our
discussion — this is in fact the partition function problem
studied in Ref. [3], for which a quantum algorithm in the
circuit model is given. We show in Sec. VI that the two
problems are related.

Our main goal is to provide an algorithm that uses the
one clean qubit model to solve the PFP. We will focus

on Hamiltonians that have the form H =
∑L
l=1 αlHl,

αl > 0, L = O(poly(m)), and where each Hl is either a
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unitary operator or a projector. We require that there
exist efficient quantum circuits to implement either each
Hl (when it is unitary) or a unitary related to each Hl

(when it is a projector), as explained in Sec. V. Defining

α =
∑L
l=1 αl, we work with the renormalized Hamilto-

nian H ← H/α and rescaled inverse temperature β ← βα
in order to simplify notation. The complexities of our
algorithms depend implicitly on α through their depen-
dence on the inverse temperature β.

III. THE ONE CLEAN QUBIT MODEL

In the one clean qubit model, the initial state (density
matrix) of a system of n+ 1 qubits is

ρi = |0〉〈0| ⊗ 1l

2n
, (3)

where 1l is the identity operator over n qubits. We write
Hn ≡ C2n for the Hilbert space associated with n-qubit
quantum states. A quantum circuit U = UT−1 . . . U0 is
then applied to ρi, where each Uj is a two-qubit quantum
gate, and a projective measurement is performed on the
ancilla at the end. The outcome probabilities are p0 and
p1 = 1− p0, where

p0 = Tr[(UρiU
†)(|0〉〈0| ⊗ 1l)] . (4)

The complexity class DQC1 consists of decision prob-
lems that can be solved within the one clean qubit model
in polynomial time (in the problem size s) with correct-
ness probability ≥ 2/3. We are allowed to act on ρi with
quantum circuits of length poly(s), measure the ancilla,
and repeat this poly(s) many times. In our definition,
DQC1 contains the class BPP, that is, the class of prob-
lems that can be solved in time poly(s) using a classical
computer (probabilistic Turing machine).

Remarkably, it can be shown that the problem of esti-
mating ReTr[V ]/2n within additive error Ω(1/poly(n)),
where V is a quantum circuit of length O(poly(n)) act-
ing on Hn, is complete for the DQC1 class [8]. That is,
any other problem in DQC1 can be reduced to trace es-
timation. While this is not a decision problem, it can be
transformed to one by simple manipulations [23]. In this
paper, however, we will mainly focus on problems that
can be reduced to trace estimation but where the number
of operations or steps are sometimes exponentially large
in n; that is, problems that are not necessarily in DQC1.

The trace-estimation algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. For
a given quantum circuit V , the quantum state before
measurement is

ρf =
1

2n+1
(|0〉〈0| ⊗ 1l + |0〉〈1| ⊗ V †+
+ |1〉〈0| ⊗ V + |1〉〈1| ⊗ 1l) . (5)

Projective measurements on ρf of the ancilla Pauli oper-
ator σx result in ±1 outcomes whose average is an esti-

mator of ReTr[V ]/2n. In particular,

〈σx〉 := Tr[ρf σx] (6)

=
ReTr[V ]

2n
. (7)

We will then estimate the expectation 〈σx〉, and thus
ReTr[V ], from finitely many uses of the trace-estimation
algorithm. We obtain:

Lemma 1. Given ε > 0, δ0 > 0, and a quantum circuit

V acting on n qubits, we can obtain an estimate ξ̂V ∈ R
that satisfies ∣∣∣ξ̂V − ReTr[V ]

∣∣∣ ≤ ε , (8)

with probability at least (1 − δ0), using the trace-
estimation algorithm Q = d(22n+1/ε2) log(2/δ0)e times.

The proof of Lemma 1 is a simple consequence of Ho-
effding’s inequality [24] and is given in Appendix A. If sx
is the average of the measurement outcomes of σx, the

estimate is simply ξ̂V = 2nsx.
For our method, we will be interested in estimating the

trace of a given block of a unitary matrix within given
additive error. More specifically, let W be a quantum
circuit defined on a system of m+m′ qubits. We obtain:

Corollary 1. Given ε > 0, δ0 > 0, and a quantum
circuit W acting on m + m′ qubits, we can obtain an
estimate χ̂W ∈ R that satisfies

|χ̂W − ReTr[〈0|m′ W |0〉m′ ]| ≤ ε , (9)

with probability at least (1 − δ0), using the trace-

estimation algorithm Q = d(22(m+m′)+1/ε2) log(2/δ0)e
times. Here, |0〉m′ ∈ Hm′ is the zero state of m′ qubits
and 〈0|m′ W |0〉m′ is the corresponding block of W .

Corollary 1 follows from the observation that there is
a quantum circuit V , acting on n = m+ 2m′ qubits, and

1

2m′ Tr[V ] = Tr[〈0|m′ W |0〉m′ ] ; (10)

see Ref. [11]. The unitary V is described in Fig 2. The
proof of Cor. 1 follows from Lemma 1, where the number
of qubits is n = m + 2m′. The estimate in this case is
χ̂W = 2m+m′

sx.

IV. APPROXIMATIONS OF THE
EXPONENTIAL OPERATOR

Our method for estimating the partition function in the
one clean qubit model proceeds by approximating it as a
weighted sum of traces of unitary operators. Each such
trace can then be computed through repeated uses of the
trace-estimation algorithm of Fig. 1. We now describe
two approximations of the exponential operator that will
be used.
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m qubits
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V
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qubitsm0

FIG. 2. Quantum circuit V that satisfies 1

2m
′ Tr[V ] =

Tr[〈0|m′ W |0〉m′ ]. The first operations are a sequence of m′

CNOT gates on the corresponding pairs of ancilla qubits [11].

A. Chebyshev approximation

The first approximation is based on Chebyshev poly-
nomials. If the m-qubit Hamiltonian satisfies ‖H‖ ≤ 1,
we obtain

e−βH =

∞∑
k=−∞

(−1)kIk(β)Tk(H) . (11)

Here, Ik(x) ∈ R are the modified Bessel functions of the
first kind. Tk(H) is an operator acting on Hm obtained
by replacing x by H in Tk(x), the k-th Chebyshev poly-
nomial of the first kind — see Appendix B. We will ap-
proximate the exponential operator by a finite sum, by
noticing that Ik(β) decays exponentially fast in the large
k limit (for fixed β). In Appendix B we show:

Lemma 2. Given εabs > 0 and β ≥ 0, we can choose
K = dm+ eβ + log2(1/εabs) + 2e such that

‖SK − e−βH‖1 ≤ εabs/2 , (12)

where ‖ · ‖1 denotes the trace norm and

SK :=

K∑
k=−K

(−1)kIk(β)Tk(H) . (13)

Equivalently, SK = I0(β) + 2
∑K
k=1(−1)kIk(β)Tk(H).

To represent SK as a linear combination of suitable oper-
ations for our method, we further assume that there exist
unitary operators WH and G̃, acting on m + m′ qubits,
that satisfy

Tk(H) = 〈0|m′G̃†(WH)kG̃|0〉m′ . (14)

The operation WH in Eq. (14) is the “unitary iterate” or
the quantum walk operator as used recently for Hamilto-
nian simulation [25] or linear algebra problems [26], and

G̃ is a related state-preparation unitary. We describe WH

and G̃ in detail in Sec. V A.

Our first approach solves the PFP using the relation

Tr[SK ] = I0(β)M + 2

K∑
k=1

(−1)kIk(β)

× ReTr[〈0|m′ G̃
†(WH)kG̃ |0〉m′ ] , (15)

which is an εabs/2 approximation to Z. We can use the
construction in Fig. 2 in the trace-estimation algorithm
of Fig. 1 to obtain ReTr[〈0|m′ G̃†(WH)kG̃ |0〉m′ ].

B. LCU approximation

The second approximation is based on the so-called
Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation [6, 27]. If H ≥ 0,
we obtain

e−βH =
1√
2π

∫
dy e−y

2/2e−iy
√
2βH . (16)

Here,
√
H is also a Hermitian operator that refers to one

of the square roots of H. As the eigenvalues of H are
non-negative, this case appears to be more restrictive.
Nevertheless, the assumption H ≥ 0 may be met after a
simple pre-processing step that shifts H — see Sec. V.

We wish to obtain an approximation of e−βH by a finite
linear combination of unitaries following Eq. (16). This
approximation is analyzed in Appendix C and was also
studied in Ref. [6]. If ‖H‖ ≤ 1, we obtain:

Lemma 3. Given εabs > 0 and β ≥ 0, we can choose

J = d12(
√
β +

√
m+ log2(1/εabs))

√
m+ log2(1/εabs)e

(17)

and

δy =
(

2(
√
β +

√
m+ log2(1/εabs))

)−1
(18)

such that ∥∥XJ − e−βH
∥∥
1
≤ εabs/4 , (19)

where

XJ :=
δy√
2π

J∑
j=−J

e−y
2
j/2e−iyj

√
2βH (20)

and yj = jδy.

The proof is in Appendix C. Lemma 3 relates the expo-
nential operator with unitary operators that correspond
to evolutions under

√
H for various times. These evolu-

tion operators may not be available — in fact, computing
the square root of a Hamiltonian can be related to other
computationally hard problems. To overcome this issue,
we may construct a Hamiltonian H ′, acting on m + m′1
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qubits, that satisfies

(H ′)2 |φ〉m |0〉m′
1

= (H |φ〉m) |0〉m′
1
, (21)

for all pure states |φ〉 ∈ Hm. Equation (21) resem-
bles the spectral gap amplification technique discussed
in Ref. [28]. We discuss how to build H ′ in Sec. V B for
H that is given as a linear combination of projectors.

Let Wt := e−itH
′

be the evolution operator under H ′.
Assume that there exists a unitary W ′t , which is an ap-
proximation of Wt that acts on m+m′ > m+m′1 qubits
and satisfies

|Tr[〈0|m′
1
Wt |0〉m′

1
]− Tr[〈0|m′ W

′
t |0〉m′ ]| ≤ εabs/8 , (22)

for all t. If tj := jδy
√

2β, in Appendix C we show

|Tr[〈0|m′ X
′
J |0〉m′ ]− Tr[XJ ]| ≤ εabs/4 , (23)

with

X ′J :=
δy√
2π

J∑
j=−J

e−y
2
j/2W ′tj . (24)

Our second approach solves the PFP by using the relation

Tr[〈0|m′X
′
J |0〉m′ ] =

δy√
2π

(M + 2

J∑
j=1

e−y
2
j/2Tr[〈0|m′ W

′
tj |0〉m′ ] ,

(25)

which is an εabs/2 approximation to Z. We can use the
construction of Fig. 2 in the trace-estimation algorithm
of Fig. 1 to obtain ReTr[〈0|m′ W ′tj |0〉m′ ].

V. BLOCK-ENCODING AND HAMILTONIAN
SIMULATION

Our algorithms for estimating the partition function
require implementing the unitary WH , which satisfies
Eq. (14), or simulating time evolution with a Hamilto-
nian H ′, which satisfies Eq. (21). These operations can
be implemented efficiently for suitable specifications of
H. Of interest in this paper are the cases where H is
given as a linear combination of unitary operators or pro-
jectors. These cases include physically relevant Hamil-
tonians that can be decomposed into a sum of tensor
products of Pauli matrices, e.g., k-local Hamiltonians,
Hamiltonians appearing in fermionic systems, and more.
They also include the so-called frustration-free Hamilto-
nians that are of relevance in quantum computing and
condensed matter (cf., [28–30]).

Our method may also be applied more broadly, e.g., to
sparse Hamiltonians, but the resulting complexities may
be large. This is because known methods for simulating
sparse Hamiltonians may require, in general, a number

of ancillary qubits m′ = poly(m), and the resulting com-
plexities of our method are exponential in m′.

A. Implementing WH

For Algorithm 1.A, we will focus on the case where
the Hamiltonian is specified as a linear combination of

unitary operators. Here, H =
∑L
l=1 αlHl, where αl > 0

and each Hl is unitary. We further assume that there ex-
ist quantum circuits, of maximum gate complexity CH ,
that implement the Hl’s. Algorithm 1.A requires that
‖H‖ ≤ 1. We can satisfy this condition if we work
with the renormalized Hamiltonian instead, as discussed
in Sec. II. The renormalization is achieved by a simple
pre-processing step, whose complexity is not significant.
Therefore, with no loss of generality, we assume that∑L
l=1 αl = 1 and L = 2m

′
1 .

The unitary WH can be constructed following a proce-
dure in Ref. [25]. We define the unitary G via

G |0〉m′
1

:=

L∑
l=1

√
αl |l〉 , (26)

which can be implemented with O(L) two qubit gates,
and the unitary

U :=

L∑
l=1

Hl ⊗ |l〉〈l|m′
1
, (27)

which acts on m + m′1 qubits [26, 31]. Let U ′ := U ⊗
|0〉〈0|(a) +U†⊗ |1〉〈1|(a), where we added an ancilla qubit
a, and U ′ is a unitary acting on m + m′ qubits, with

m′ = m′1 +1. Defining G̃ = G⊗H(a), where H(a) denotes
the Hadamard gate acting on a, we obtain

WH = (1lm ⊗ (2G̃ |0〉〈0|m′ G̃
† − 1lm′))σ(a)

x U ′ . (28)

Here, σ
(a)
x corresponds to the qubit flip Pauli operator

of the ancilla a and 1ln is the identity operator acting on
Hn. In Ref. [25] it is shown that this choice of WH and G̃

satisfy Eq. (14) and, in particular, 〈0|m′ G̃†U ′G̃ |0〉m′ =
H, which is a block encoding. The gate complexity of
WH is O(LCH).

B. Implementing W ′
t

Due to the requirement H ≥ 0, here we assume that

the Hamiltonian is specified as H =
∑L
l=1 αlHl, where

αl > 0 and each Hl is Hermitian and a projector, i.e.,
it satisfies (Hl)

2 = Hl ≥ 0. That is, the eigenvalues
of Hl are 0,1. Note that the case in Sec. V A can be
reduced to this one if the eigenvalues of the unitaries are
±1 simply by shifting each unitary. Algorithm 1.B also
requires that ‖H‖ ≤ 1, which is satisfied if we work with
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the renormalized Hamiltonian as before. With no loss of
generality, we assume that L+1 = 2m

′
1 , and

∑L
l=1 αl = 1.

We now construct the operator H ′ defined by Eq. (21)
and further decompose it into a linear combination of a
constant number of unitaries, improving upon a similar
construction discussed in Ref. [6] that required O(L) uni-
taries. This helps reduce the cost of trace-estimation in
the one clean qubit model since fewer unitaries in the de-
compositions means that fewer ancilla qubits are required
to implement H ′.

Following the technique of spectral gap amplifica-
tion [28], we obtain

H ′ =

L∑
l=1

√
αlHl ⊗

(
|l〉〈0|m′

1
+ |0〉〈l|m′

1

)
, (29)

which acts on a space of m + m′1 qubits. It requires
computing the coefficients

√
αl in a simple pre-processing

step. Our goal is to simulate e−itH
′

and, to this end, we
seek a decomposition of H ′ as a linear combination of
unitaries. Following Sec. V A, we define

G |0〉m′
1

=

L∑
l=1

√
αl |l〉 . (30)

We also define an operator which acts on m+m′1 qubits,
where (H0 := 1lm)

X :=

L∑
l=0

Hl ⊗ |l〉〈l|m′
1
. (31)

Then,

H ′ = XG |0〉〈0|m′
1

+ h.c. . (32)

Since 2 |0〉〈0|m′
1

= 1lm′
1
−eiπ|0〉〈0|m′

1 and X = (1l+U)/2 for

unitary U , we can easily decompose H ′ as a linear combi-
nation of, at most, 8 unitaries. If CH is an upper bound
on the gate complexity of the unitaries (2Hl − 1lm), the
gate complexity of U is O(LCH). Furthermore, the gate
complexity of each of the unitaries in the decomposition
of H ′ will also be O(LCH), and the triangle inequality
implies ‖H ′‖ = O(1).

Once the decomposition of H ′ into a linear combina-
tion of unitaries is obtained, we can use the result in
Ref. [25] for Hamiltonian simulation. This provides a
quantum algorithm to implement a unitary W ′t , acting
on m + m′ > m + m′1 qubits, such that it approximates
Wt within additive error εabs/(8M) in the spectral norm.
More specifically, the results in Ref. [25] imply

|Tr[〈0|m′
1
Wt |0〉m′

1
]− Tr[〈0|m′ W

′
t |0〉m′ ]| ≤ εabs/8 , (33)

which is the desired condition of Eq. (22). The
gate complexity for implementing W ′t is O(LCH(|t| +
log(M/εabs))) and the number of ancillary qubits is m′ =

m′1 +m′2, with m′2 = O(1) in this case.

VI. ALGORITHMS

We provide two algorithms in the one clean qubit
model for solving the PFP, based on the previous ap-
proximations. We first focus on the case where the ap-
proximation of the partition function is obtained within
a given additive error and next use this case to obtain an
approximation within given relative error. To this end,
we assume that we know Zmax such that Zmax ≥ Z > 0.
In particular, under our assumptions, we may choose
Zmax = Meβ or Zmax = M , depending on whether we
work with the first or second approximation, respectively.

A. Estimation within additive error

Algorithm 1.A provides an estimate according to
Eq. (15). Specifically, for given εabs > 0 and δ > 0,

it outputs Ẑ such that |Ẑ −Z| ≤ εabs with probability at
least (1− δ). The algorithm itself only assumes ‖H‖ ≤ 1
and the existence of a procedure WH that acts on m+m′

qubits and satisfies Eq. (14). In Sec. V A we discussed the
construction of WH for Hamiltonians that are given as
a linear combination of L unitaries with m′ = O(logL).
This is required to build unitaries V (k) acting on m+2m′

qubits according to Fig. 2: V (k) is obtained by replacing

W with G̃†(WH)kG̃.

Algorithm 1.A

Input: εabs > 0, δ > 0, Zmax > 0.

– Obtain K according to Lemma 2.

– Set ε = εabs/(2e
β), δ0 = δ/K, and obtain Q

according to Cor. 1.

– For each k = 1, . . . ,K:

Run the trace estimation algorithm Q times with

unitary V (k). Obtain χ̂k = 2m+m′
sx where sx is

the average of the measurement outcomes of σx.

– Compute Ŷ = I0(β)M + 2
∑K
k=1(−1)kIk(β)χ̂k.

Output: Ẑ = Ŷ if Zmax > Ŷ ≥ 0, Ẑ = 0 if Ŷ < 0,

and Ẑ = Zmax otherwise.

Algorithm 1.B provides an estimate according to
Eq. (25). It assumes ‖H‖ ≤ 1, H ≥ 0, and the existence
of a procedure W ′t that approximates the evolution under
a Hamiltonian H ′ which satisfies Eq. (21). We described
an implementation of W ′t for Hamiltonians that are given
as a linear combination of projectors in Sec. V B. This
procedure is required to build unitaries V ′(t) acting on
m+ 2m′ qubit according to Fig. 2: V ′(t) is obtained by
replacing W with W ′t . In the following, tj := yj

√
2β with

yj = jδy.
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Algorithm 1.B

Input: εabs > 0, δ > 0, Zmax > 0.

– Obtain J and δy according to Lemma 3.

– Set ε = εabs/4, δ0 = δ/J , and obtain Q

according to Cor. 1.

– For each j = 1, . . . , J :

Run the trace estimation algorithm Q times with

unitary V ′(tj). Obtain χ̂j = 2m+m′
sx where sx is

the average of the measurement outcomes of σx.

– Compute Ŷ = (δy/
√

2π)(M + 2
∑J
j=1 e

−y2j/2χ̂j).

Output: Ẑ = Ŷ if Zmax > Ŷ ≥ 0, Ẑ = 0 if Ŷ < 0,

and Ẑ = Zmax otherwise.

For simplicity, in the following we will refer to both
Algorithms 1.A and 1.B as EstimatePF(εabs, δ,Zmax).

B. Estimation within relative error

The PFP is formulated in terms of a relative error εrel
and error probability δ. Given a known lower bound Zmin

on Z, a naive approach to achieve the desired relative
precision would be to simply perform an additive-error
estimation with target precision ε′abs = εrelZmin. The
drawback of this is that the resulting complexity will
scale as 1/(εrelZmin)2, resulting in significant overhead
if Z � Zmin.

We therefore develop a classical procedure (Algorithm
3 in Appendix D) for obtaining an estimate within a de-
sired relative precision from multiple additive estimations
that avoids the overhead mentioned above. In this sec-
tion, we discuss its application to the PFP. The proce-
dure, however, goes beyond the PFP and may be of in-
dependent interest. Note that this approach is distinct
from other known methods for obtaining relative approx-
imations, which involve either expressing the measurable
quantity as a telescopic product of ratios [4, 18, 32], or
estimating the logarithm of the quantity (i.e. the free
energy in our case) within additive error [7, 33].

Algorithm 2

Input: εrel > 0, δ > 0, Zmax > 0.

– Set r = 0, Z0 = Zmax, and Ẑ0 = 0.

– While Zr > Ẑr:
r ← r + 1.

Set Zr = Zmax/2
r, εabs(r) = εrelZr/2, and

δ′(r) = 6
π2

(
δ/r2

)
.

Ẑr = EstimatePF(εabs(r), δ
′(r),Zmax)

Output: Ẑ = Ẑr.

The value of r at which Algorithm 2 stops is a ran-
dom variable R. For any given instance of the PFP,

we show that the expected value of R, ER, is bounded
as ER ≤ (dlog2(Zmax/Z)e + 3), and the probability of
ER going past this value decays super-exponentially with
(ER − R) — see Appendix D. This allows us to bound
the expected complexity of Algorithm 2 in Appendix E
and obtain a significant improvement over the naive ap-
proach.

VII. CORRECTNESS

Algorithm 1.A obtains K estimates of
Tr[〈0|m′ G̃†(WH)kG̃ |0〉m′ ], each within additive er-
ror ε = εabs/(2e

β) and probability at least (1 − δ0). It
follows that, with probability at least (1−δ0)K ≥ (1−δ),

|Ŷ − Tr[SK ]|

≤ 2

K∑
k=1

Ik(β)
∣∣∣χ̂k − Tr[〈0|m′ G̃

†(WH)kG̃ |0〉m′ ]
∣∣∣ (34)

≤ εabs/2 , (35)

where we used
∑K
k=1 Ik(β) ≤ eβ/2. In addition,

Lemma 2 implies |Tr[SK ] − Z| ≤ εabs/2 and thus |Ŷ −
Z| ≤ εabs with probability at least (1− δ). We can then

choose Ŷ as the estimate Ẑ for the partition function in
all cases. However, if Ŷ > Zmax or Ŷ < 0, we can set
Ẑ = Zmax or Ẑ = 0 respectively, and still satisfy

|Ẑ − Z| ≤ εabs , (36)

with probability at least 1− δ.
Algorithm 1.B obtains J estimates of

Tr[〈0|m′ W ′tj |0〉m′ ], each within additive error ε = εabs/4
and error probability δ0. It follows that, with probability
at least (1− δ0)J ≥ (1− δ),

|Ŷ − Tr[〈0|m′ X
′
J |0〉m′ ]|

≤ 2δy/(
√

2π)

J∑
j=1

e−y
2
j/2
∣∣∣χ̂j − Tr[〈0|m′ W

′
tj |0〉m′ ]

∣∣∣
(37)

≤ εabs/2 , (38)

where we used 2δy/(
√

2π)
∑J
j=1 e

−y2j/2 ≤ 2. In addition,

Appendix C and Lemma 3 imply |Tr[〈0|m′ X ′J |0〉m′ ] −
Tr[XJ ]| ≤ εabs/4 and |Tr[XJ ] − Z| ≤ εabs/4, so that

|Tr[〈0|m′ X ′J |0〉m′ ] − Z| ≤ εabs/2. Thus |Ŷ − Z| ≤ εabs
and Eq. (36) is satisfied with probability at least 1− δ.

Finally, the proof of the correctness of Algorithm 2
follows directly from the analysis in Appendix D. The
main observations are that the final εabs(r) is sufficient for
the desired relative precision and Πr≥1(1− δ′(r)) ≥ (1−
δ). This algorithm returns an estimate Ẑ that satisfies

|Ẑ − Z| ≤ εrelZ , (39)
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with probability at least (1− δ).

VIII. COMPLEXITY

A. Additive error

The complexity of the algorithms can be determined
from the total number of uses of the trace-estimation
algorithm and the complexity of each use. The operation
V (k) in Algorithm 1.A uses WH at most K = O(m +
β+log2(1/εabs)) times and the gate complexity of WH is
O(LCH) as discussed in Sec. V A. The gate complexity
of V (k) is then

CV = O (LCH(m+ β + log(1/εabs))) . (40)

Algorithm 1.B requires computing Tr[〈0|m′ W ′t |0〉m′ ]
within additive precision Θ(εabs). The largest time is

tJ := Jδy
√

2β = O(
√
β(m+ log2(1/εabs)) ). The gate

complexity of V ′(t) is determined by that of W ′t and is

CV ′ = O
(
LCH

√
m+ log(1/εabs)

×
(√

β +
√
m+ log(1/εabs)

))
. (41)

For given εabs and δ, Algorithm 1.A uses the trace
estimation algorithm Q.K times, while Algorithm 1.B
uses it Q.J times, for proper choices of Q, K, and J
given by Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Moreoever,
the number of ancilla qubits needed to perform the trace
estimations in either case is O(log2 L). Using the results
of Secs. III and IV and Eqs. (40) and (41), the respective
asymptotic complexities are given by

T1A = Õ

(
e2βM2

ε2abs
log(1/δ)L3CH(β2 +m2)

)
, (42)

T1B = Õ

(
M2

ε2abs
log(1/δ)L3CHm(β +m)

)
, (43)

where the Õ notation hides factors that are polylogarith-
mic in 1/εabs, β and m.

Note that the assumptions on H in Sections V A
and V B are closely related. Indeed, the two cases can be
connected via simple transformations, such as adding or
subtracting an overall constant to and scaling the Hamil-
tonian. These transformations can change Z by an over-
all constant factor that may be exponentially large or
small in β, potentially incurring in complexity overheads.
Hence the main deciding factor for choosing between Al-
gorithms 1.A and 1.B is the specification of the Hamil-
tonian, which affects the complexity directly via CV and
CV ′ in Eqs. (40) and (41) respectively. The specification
of H also determines the L1-norm of the coefficients in
the decomposition of H, which affects the complexities
through their dependence on β. This is because we renor-

malize H by the L1-norm at the outset — see Sec. II.

B. Relative error

Algorithm 2 calls EstimatePF with variable absolute
error εabs(r) and error probability δ′(r) for r = 1, ..., R,
and the complexity of each call can be obtained from
Eqs. (42) and (43)). The number of times Algorithm 2
uses EstimatePF is a random variable and hence the
complexity of any one instance of Algorithm 2 is a ran-
dom number. However, the probability of requiring more
than the expected number of uses of EstimatePF decays
super-exponentially. This allows us to obtain bounds on
the expected complexity of Algorithm 2 as:

T2A = Õ

(
e2βM2

ε2relZ2
log(1/δ)L3CHβ

3(β2 +m2)

)
, (44)

T2B = Õ

(
M2

ε2relZ2
log(1/δ)L3CHm(β +m)

)
, (45)

where we dropped terms that are polylogarithmic in
1/εrel, β, m and M/Z— see Appendix E for details.

The dominating factor in T2A is O((Meβ/(εrelZ))2L3)
and in T2B is O((M/(εrelZ))2L3). While the latter ap-
pears to be exponentially smaller in β, the partition func-
tion may also be exponentially smaller under the condi-
tion H ≥ 0 in this case.

IX. DQC1 COMPLETENESS

In Ref. [3] it was shown that, under certain conditions,
estimating the partition function to within additive error
is DQC1-hard, i.e., any problem in DQC1 can be effi-
ciently reduced to that of estimating the partition func-
tion. We now show that such a version of the parti-
tion function problem is in fact DQC1-complete — our
method provides a polynomial-time algorithm in the one
clean qubit model. In the following, λmin(A) refers to the
lowest eigenvalue of a Hermitian operator A.

Definition 2 (PFP-additive [3]). We are given a Hamil-

tonian H̃ acting on m qubits, H̃ =
∑L̃
l=1 h̃l, and three

real numbers β̃ > 0, δ < 1, and ε > 0. Each h̃l
acts on at most k qubits and has bounded operator norm
‖h̃l‖ = O(poly(m)). We are also given a lower bound λ

to the ground state energy of H̃, i.e. λ ≤ λmin(H̃). The

goal is to find a number Ŷ such that, with probability at
least (1− δ), ∣∣∣∣∣Ŷ − Z̃

2me−β̃λ

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε , (46)

where Z̃ = Tr[e−β̃H̃ ].

Our result in this section is:
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Theorem 1. PFP-additive is DQC1-complete for L̃ =
O(poly(m)), β̃ = O(poly(m)), δ a constant such that
0 < δ < 1/2, ε = Ω(1/poly(m)), k = O(log(m)), and

λ =
∑L̃
l=1 λmin(h̃l).

Proof. Reference [3] shows that PFP-additive is DQC1-
hard under the stated conditions. It remains to be shown
that this problem is indeed in the DQC1 complexity class;
we will prove this using Algorithm 1.B.

Let H := (H̃ − λ)/γ, where γ := 2
∑L̃
l=1 ‖h̃l‖, and

β := β̃γ such that H ≥ 0 and ‖H‖ ≤ 1. Moreover, the

estimate Ŷ in Eq. (46) is equivalent to an estimate of Z
within additive error εabs = εM , since Z = Z̃eβ̃λ. Given
access to evolutions under a Hamiltonian H ′ that satisfies
Eq. (21), we can obtain Ŷ.

We now show how to construct H ′ and approximate its
evolution operator in time polynomial in L̃ and 2k; that
is, time polynomial in m under the assumptions. First,
we classically obtain a matrix representation for each h̃l,
whose dimensions are, at most, 2k×2k. We also compute
λmin(h̃l) and ‖h̃l‖ for each l, and obtain γ. Next, we

construct the operators or matrices hl = (h̃l−λmin(h̃l))/γ

and note that H =
∑L̃
l=1 hl, with hl ≥ 0. We proceed

with the spectral decomposition of each hl and write it

as hl =
∑2k

d=1 ᾱ
d
lH

d
l , where ᾱdl ≥ 0, each Hd

l satisfies
(Hd

l )2 = Hd
l and acts on, at most, k qubits.

Using this decomposition and consolidating indices, we

can write H =
∑L
l′=1 αl′Hl′ , where αl′ ≥ 0 and the Hl′

are projectors acting on at most k qubits. It follows
that each unitary 2Hl′ − 1lm can be implemented using
O(poly(2k)) quantum gates, i.e., has complexity CH =

O(poly(m)). We also note that L = 2kL̃ = O(poly(m))

and α =
∑L
l′=1 αl′ = O(poly(m)). Lastly, we renormal-

ize H ← H/α and β ← βα in order to fit the framework
of Algorithm 1.B. The complexity of all classical steps is
O(poly(m)), and the inverse temperature after renormal-
izing H (i.e., β ← βα) is O(poly(m)).

We may now use Algorithm 1.B to return an esti-
mate of Z within additive error εM , which solves PFP-
additive. The complexity analysis is essentially identical
to that used for computing T1B in Equation (43). The

overall gate complexity of Algorithm 1.B to obtain Ŷ
turns out to be Õ(βm2L3CH/ε

2), which is O(poly(m))
under the stated conditions.

In summary, we showed that the complexity of all steps
to obtain Ŷ is polynomial in m and thus PFP-additive is
in the DQC1 complexity class.

X. DISCUSSIONS

We provided a method to compute partition functions
of quantum systems in the one clean qubit model. For
a given relative precision and probability of error, and
when the Hamiltonian is positive semi-definite, the com-

plexity of our method is almost linear in (M/Z)2. Our
algorithm can outperform classical methods whose com-
plexity is polynomial in M whenever Z is sufficiently
large. However, in the general case, our method may
be inefficient with complexity that scales polynomially in
M , which is expected due to the hardness of estimating
partition functions. As for any algorithm that computes
Z, this can be a drawback in an implementation when
M � 1.

For our result, we developed a classical algorithm for
attaining an estimate of a quantity within desired relative
precision based on a sequence of approximations within
predetermined additive errors. This result is applicable
in a fairly general setting, and could be of independent
interest, e.g., in other DQC1 algorithms [12, 34].

We also showed that, under certain constraints on the
inverse temperature and Hamiltonian, the problem of es-
timating partition functions within additive error is com-
plete for the DQC1 complexity class. This result suggests
that no efficient classical algorithm for this problem ex-
ists, while our method is efficient for those instances. It
also demonstrates the power of the one clean qubit model
for solving problems of relevance in science.

Several simple variants of our method may be con-
sidered. For example, instead of estimating each of the
traces appearing in Eqs. (15) and (25) and computing
the linear combination, we could sample each unitary
with a probability that is proportional to the correspond-
ing coefficient. We could also aim at improving our error
bounds by avoiding the union bound and noticing that Z
is ultimately obtained by sampling independent ±1 ran-
dom variables. However, these improvements may not
reduce the complexity significantly. The reason is that
we use fairly efficient approximations to e−βH , where the
number of terms in the corresponding linear combina-
tions have a mild dependence on the relevant parameters
of the problem.

Quantum algorithms for partition functions that have
complexity almost linear in

√
M/Z exist (cf. [4, 6]), but

but are formulated in the standard circuit model of quan-
tum computation and thus require a number of pure
qubits that is Θ(m). Nevertheless, achieving a scaling

that is almost linear in
√
M/Z in the one clean qubit

model would imply a quadratic quantum speedup for un-
structured search under the presence of oracles. Such a
speedup is ruled out from a theorem in Ref. [8].
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Appendix A: Proof of Lemma 1

Let X1, . . . , XQ be a set of independent and identically
distributed random variables and Xi ∈ {1,−1}. These
variables can be associated with the outcomes of the Q
projective measurements of σx. Let sx :=

∑
iXi/Q. Ac-

cording to Hoeffding’s inequality [24],

Pr(|sx − 〈σx〉| ≥ t) ≤ 2 exp

(
− t

2Q

2

)
, (A1)

where 〈σx〉 is also the expected value of each Xi. Our

estimate is the random variable ξ̂V = 2nsx. We can use
Eq. (A1) to obtain

Pr(|ξ̂V − 2n〈σx〉| ≥ ε) ≤ 2 exp

(
− ε2Q

22n+1

)
. (A2)

Then, it suffices to choose

Q =

⌈
22n+1

ε2
log

(
2

δ0

)⌉
(A3)

to satisfy Pr(|ξ̂V − 2n〈σx〉| ≥ ε) ≤ δ0 or, equivalently,

Pr(|ξ̂V − 2n〈σx〉| < ε) ≥ (1− δ0) . (A4)

Last, we note that 2n〈σx〉 = ReTr[V ].

Appendix B: Approximation of the exponential
operator in terms of Chebyshev polynomials

Let Ik(z) be the modified Bessel function of the
first kind. The generating function is e−z cos q =∑∞
k=−∞ Ik(−z)eikq, which implies

e−βH =

∞∑
k=−∞

(−1)kIk(β)Tk(H) , (B1)

where Tk(x) is the k-th Chebyshev polynomial of the first
kind. Equation (B1) was obtained using Ik(z) = I−k(z),
Tk(x) = T−k(x) = cos(k arccosx), Ik(−z) = (−1)kIk(z),
and Tk(−x) = (−1)kTk(x).

1. Proof of Lemma 2

We wish to approximate the exponential operator by a
finite sum of Chebyshev polynomials in H. For |x| ≤ 1,
|Tk(x)| ≤ 1 and thus ‖Tk(H)‖1 ≤M . This implies

‖SK − e−βH‖1 ≤M
∑
|k|>K

|Ik(β)| , (B2)

where SK =
∑K
k=−K(−1)kIk(β)Tk(H).

To bound the right hand side of Eq. (B2), we note that
for k ≥ 0 the following holds

Ik(β) =

(
β

2

)k ∞∑
r=0

(β2/4)r

r!(r + k)!
(B3)

≤
(
β

2

)k
I0(β)

k!
, (B4)

where we used (r + k)! ≥ k!r!. Additionally, k! > (k/e)k

and I0(β) =
∫ π
0
eβ cos θdθ/π ≤ eβ . It follows that

‖SK − e−βH‖1 ≤Meβ2
∑
k>K

(
βe

2K

)k
. (B5)

Assume K ≥ βe and K ≥ 1 in general, and β ≥ 0. Then,

‖SK − e−βH‖1 ≤Meβ
1

2K−1
. (B6)

To bound the right hand side by εabs/2 we choose

K = dm+ eβ + log2(1/εabs) + 2e . (B7)

It is easy to show that both assumptions, K ≥ βe and
K ≥ 1, are satisfied with this choice.

Appendix C: Approximation of the exponential
operator as a linear combination of unitaries

For β ≥ 0, the Fourier transform of the Gaussian gives

e−βx
2

=
1√
2π

∫
dy e−y

2/2e−iy
√
2βx . (C1)

This formula can be used to obtain the Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation: if x2 = λ ≥ 0 corresponds
to the eigenvalue of H, then we can replace x2 by H in
Eq. (C1) and obtain Eq. (16).
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1. Proof of Lemma 3

The Poisson summation formula implies

δy√
2π

∞∑
j=−∞

e−y
2
j/2e−iyj

√
2βλ =

∞∑
k=−∞

e−ω
2
k/2 , (C2)

where δy > 0, yj = jδy, and ωk = 2πk/δy +
√

2βλ. Let
us choose δy and 1 ≥ ε > 0 so that

(2π/δy) ≥
√

2βλ+
√

2 log(5/ε) . (C3)

Then, for |k| ≥ 1, we have ω2
k ≥ k22 log(5/ε), where we

considered the worst case in which λ = 0. We obtain∑
k 6=0

e−ω
2
k/2 ≤ 2

∞∑
k=1

e−k
2 log(5/ε) (C4)

≤ 2

∞∑
k=1

(ε/5)k (C5)

= 2
ε/5

1− ε/5 ≤ ε/2 . (C6)

It follows that∣∣∣∣∣∣ δy√2π

∞∑
j=−∞

e−y
2
j/2e−iyj

√
2βλ − e−βλ

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε/2 . (C7)

Moreover, we can choose J such that

yJ ≥
√

6 log(2/ε) ≥ 2 , (C8)

and

δy√
2π

∑
|j|>J

e−y
2
j/2 ≤

∫ ∞
yJ

dy e−y
2/2 (C9)

≤
∫ ∞
yJ

dy e−yJ .y/2 (C10)

= (2/yJ)e−y
2
J/2 (C11)

≤ (ε/2)3 ≤ ε/2 . (C12)

In particular, we can choose δy = (
√
β +

√
log(5/ε))−1

and J = d3(
√
β +

√
log(5/ε))

√
log(5/ε)e so that∣∣∣∣∣∣ δy√2π

J∑
j=−J

e−y
2
j/2e−iyj

√
2βλ − e−βλ

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε . (C13)

Note that we assumed 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. Larger values of J
and/or a smaller values of δy will also imply Eq. (C13).
Lemma 3 then follows from replacing λ by H and ε by

εabs/(4M) in Eq. (C13):∥∥∥∥∥∥ δy√
2π

J∑
j=−J

e−y
2
j/2e−iyj

√
2βH − e−βH

∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

≤Mε (C14)

≤ εabs/4 .

We can simplify the expressions for δy and J us-
ing log(20M/εabs) ≤ 4(m + log2(1/εabs)), where m =
log2(M) ≥ 1. In particular, we can choose

δy =
(

2(
√
β +

√
m+ log2(1/εabs))

)−1
, (C15)

J =
⌈
12(
√
β +

√
m+ log2(1/εabs))

√
m+ log2(1/εabs)

⌉
.

(C16)

2. Proof of Eq. (23)

Let |ψλ〉 be an eigenvector of H of eigenvalue λ ≥ 0,
that is H |ψλ〉 = λ |ψλ〉. Then, if yj = jδy and tj =
jδy
√

2β, we can write (XJ |ψλ〉m) |0〉m′
1

using Eq. (20)
as  δy√

2π

J∑
j=−J

e−y
2
j/2e−itj

√
λ |ψλ〉m

 |0〉m′
1
. (C17)

If λ = 0, the Hamiltonian H ′ of Eq. (21) has |ψλ〉m |0〉m′
1

as eigenvector of eigenvalue 0. Otherwise, H ′ leaves the
subspace spanned by {|ψλ〉m |0〉m′

1
, H ′ |ψλ〉m |0〉m′

1
} in-

variant. We let |ψ⊥λ 〉 be the normalized state in this
subspace that is orthogonal to |ψλ〉m |0〉m′

1
. The two-

dimensional representation of H ′ is

H ′λ =

(
aλ bλ
bλ cλ

)
. (C18)

With no loss of generality, aλ, bλ, cλ ∈ R. According to
Eq. (21), H ′λ must satisfy

(H ′λ)2 =

(
λ 0
0 γ

)
, (C19)

where γ ≥ 0. It follows that (a2λ + b2λ) = λ, and
either bλ = 0 or (aλ + cλ) = 0. In the first case,

|ψλ〉m |0〉m′
1

is an eigenvector of H ′ with eigenvalue ±
√
λ.

In the second case, γ = λ and H ′ has two eigenvec-
tors with distinct eigenvalues ±

√
λ. Thus, in general,

|ψλ〉m |0〉m′
1

= α+

∣∣ψ+
λ

〉
+ α−

∣∣ψ−λ 〉, where
∣∣ψ±λ 〉 are the

eigenvectors of H ′ of eigenvalues ±
√
λ, respectively. Let

Wt := e−iH
′t and

X̃J :=
δy√
2π

J∑
j=−J

e−y
2
j/2Wtj . (C20)
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We obtain

X̃J |ψλ〉m |0〉m′
1

= α+
δy√
2π

J∑
j=−J

e−y
2
j/2e−itj

√
λ
∣∣ψ+
λ

〉
+

+ α−
δy√
2π

J∑
j=−J

e−y
2
j/2eitj

√
λ
∣∣ψ−λ 〉 (C21)

=
δy√
2π

J∑
j=−J

e−y
2
j/2e−itj

√
λ |ψλ〉m |0〉m′

1
(C22)

= (XJ |ψλ〉m) |0〉m′
1
. (C23)

We used the property that the sums are invariant under
the transformation yj → −yj , together with Eq. (C17).
Then,

Tr[XJ ] =
∑
λ

〈ψλ|XJ |ψλ〉 (C24)

=
∑
λ

〈ψλ| 〈0|m′
1
X̃J |ψλ〉 |0〉m′

1
(C25)

= Tr[〈0|m′
1
X̃J |0〉m′

1
] . (C26)

Let W ′tj be a unitary operator acting on m + m′

qubits that approximates Wtj as in Eq. (22). Using

(2δy/
√

2π)
∑J
j=1 e

−y2j/2 ≤ 2, we obtain

|Tr[〈0|m′
1
X̃J |0〉m′

1
]− Tr[〈0|m′ X

′
J |0〉m′ ]| ≤ (δy/

√
2π)

×
J∑

j=−J
e−y

2
j/2|Tr[〈0|m′

1
Wtj |0〉m′

1
]− Tr[〈0|m′ W

′
tj |0〉m′ ]|

(C27)

≤ 2(δy/
√

2π)

J∑
j=1

e−y
2
j/2(εabs/8) (C28)

≤ εabs/4 . (C29)

Together with Eq. (C26), this implies Eq. (23).

Appendix D: Estimation within relative error

Our algorithm to estimate the partition function
within given relative precision proceeds by making es-
timations within successively decreasing additive error.
The intuition is that once the additive error becomes
sufficiently small compared to the estimate obtained, the
estimate is correct within a desired relative error. To get
a correct relative estimate with high success probability,
each additive estimation has to be done with decreasing
probability of error as discussed below. We write X for
the quantity to estimate and assume Xmax ≥ X > 0, for
known Xmax. Let Estimate(εabs, δ

′,Xmax) be a proce-

dure that outputs X̂ , satisfying Xmax ≥ X̂ ≥ 0 and

Pr(|X̂ − X | ≤ εabs) ≥ 1− δ′ , (D1)

where δ′ > 0 is an upper bound on the probability of
getting an estimate that is not within desired precision.

We claim that the following algorithm outputs an es-
timate X̂ > 0 such that

Pr(|X̂ − X | ≤ εrelX ) ≥ 1− δ . (D2)

Algorithm 3

Input: εrel > 0, δ > 0, Xmax > 0.
– Set r = 0, X0 = Xmax, and X̂0 = 0.
– While Xr > X̂r:

r ← r + 1 .
Set Xr = Xmax/2

r, εabs(r) = εrelXr/2, and
δ′(r) = 6

π2

(
δ/r2

)
.

X̂r = Estimate(εabs(r), δ
′(r),Xmax) .

Output: X̂ = X̂r .

We let R ∈ {1, 2, . . .} be the number of times the pro-
cedure Estimate is used until Algorithm 3 stops, i.e.,
the final value of r. This number is a random variable
sampled with probability Pr(R) and determines the com-
plexity of the algorithm. Its expected value depends on X
and may be large if X � Xmax, as we discuss below. We
also write Pr(X̂ ) for the probability of obtaining output

(i.e., relative estimate) X̂ .
At any step r of Algorithm 3, there is a non-zero prob-

ability of computing a wrong additive estimate, i.e., an
estimate X̂r such that |X̂r −X| > εabs(r); this can cause
the algorithm to stop and report an undesired output.
The overall probability of obtaining a correct output X̂
then decreases with r and, to bound it from below, we
need to decrease δ′(r) with r.

For obtaining this bound, we consider an infinite se-
quence of independent estimates X̂1, X̂2, . . ., where each
X̂r was obtained using Estimate(εabs(r), δ

′(r),Xmax) as
in Algorithm 3. Let R be the first position in this se-
quence at which X̂r ≥ Xr and X̂ = X̂R. Since the X̂r are
uncorrelated, these R and X̂ are the very same random
variables as in Algorithm 3, with the same sampling prob-
abilities Pr(R) and Pr(X̂ ), respectively. Then, the prob-

ability of X̂ being correct can be lower-bounded by the
probability that every X̂1, X̂2, . . . in the infinite sequence
is correct, i.e., the probability that |X̂r−X| ≤ εabs(r) for
all r. This is simply

∏∞
r=1 (1− δ′(r)), and we obtain

∞∏
r=1

(1− δ′(r)) ≥ 1− δ
(

6
π2

) ∞∑
r=1

1

r2
(D3)

= 1− δ . (D4)

Then, Algorithm 3 succeeds and reports a correct out-
come with probability at least (1− δ). In that case, the
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output satisfies |X̂ −X | ≤ εabs(R), for the corresponding

value of R. Since εabs(R) = εrelXR/2 and X̂ ≥ XR in this

case, then |X̂ − X | ≤ εrelX̂/2. Equivalently,

(1− εrel/2)−1X ≥ X̂ ≥ (1 + εrel/2)−1X , (D5)

or

|X̂ − X | ≤
∑
j≥1

(εrel/2)jX (D6)

≤ εrelX . (D7)

As the condition in Eq. (D7) occurs with probability at
least (1− δ), this proves Eq. (D2) and the correctness of
Algorithm 3.

The properties of Pr(R) are important for determining
the complexity of Algorithm 3. As one might expect, we
will show that this probability decays rapidly after a suf-
ficiently high value of R. To this end, we let q be an inte-
ger that satisfies q + 1 ≥ log2(Xmax/X ) + log2(3/2) > q.
It follows that (3/2)Xq+1 ≤ X < (3/2)Xq and if Algo-
rithm 3 were to be ran with δ′(r) = 0, then it would stop
at R = q − 1, R = q, or R = q + 1 with certainty be-
cause εrel ≤ 1. In reality, we need to choose δ′(r) > 0 or
otherwise the complexity of Estimate may be large or
diverge; however, we will show that q determines the ex-
pected value of R for our choice of δ′(r), up to an additive
constant.

We now bound Pr(R ≥ q′), which is the cumulative
probability that Algorithm 3 stops at a step q′ or later
for q′ ≥ q + 2. This is the same as the probability
of Algorithm 3 not stopping before q′. Since the esti-
mates are uncorrelated, this is given by the product of
the probabilities of not stopping at r = 1, 2, . . . , q′ − 1.
In particular, we can upper bound the probabilities of
not stopping at r ≤ q by 1. Once r ≥ q + 1, we
have X ≥ (3/2)Xq+1 ≥ Xr + εabs(r) and the estimate

X̂r is greater or equal than Xr with probability at least
(1− δ′(r)). Then, the probability of not stopping at this
r is at most δ′(r) and we obtain

Pr(R ≥ q′) ≤
q′−1∏
r=q+1

δ′(r) (D8)

=
(

6
π2

)q′−q−1 q′−1∏
r=q+1

1

r2
(D9)

=
(

6
π2

)q′−q−1( q!

(q′ − 1)!

)2

(D10)

≤
(

6
π2

)q′−q−1 1

(q′ − q − 1)!
. (D11)

Therefore, the probability that Algorithm 3 stops at R ≥
q + 2 decays super-exponentially.

We can use this property of Pr(R) to bound the ex-

pected value of R as follows:

ER =

∞∑
R=1

Pr(R)R (D12)

=

∞∑
q′=1

Pr(R ≥ q′) (D13)

=

q+1∑
q′=1

Pr(R ≥ q′) +

∞∑
q′=q+2

Pr(R ≥ q′) (D14)

≤ (q + 1) +

∞∑
q′=q+2

Pr(R ≥ q′) . (D15)

Equation (D11) then implies

∞∑
q′=q+2

Pr(R ≥ q′)

≤
∞∑

q′=q+2

(
6
π2

)q′−q−1 1

(q′ − q − 1)!
(D16)

= e6/π
2 − 1 (D17)

< 1 , (D18)

and hence

ER < q + 2 (D19)

< log2(Xmax/X ) + log2(3/2) + 2 (D20)

< log2(Xmax/X ) + 3 . (D21)

The expected running time of Algorithm 3, which is given
by ER, is then O(log2(Xmax/X )). As defined, this algo-
rithm can run indefinitely but the properties of Pr(R)
make it unlikely that we will obtain running times R
that are much larger than ER.

Appendix E: Complexity of relative-error estimation

We now bound the expected complexity of Algorithm
2 for the PFP. The complexity of EstimatePF is dif-
ferent depending on whether we use Algorithm 1.A or
1.B. Disregarding polylogarithmic factors in β and m,
the complexities of Algorithms 1.A and 1.B are

T1A = Õ

(
e2βM2

ε2abs
log(1/δ)L3CH

× (β2 +m2) (log (1/εabs))
2

)
(E1)
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and

T1B = Õ

(
M2

ε2abs
log(1/δ)L3CH

×m(β +m) (log (1/εabs))
2

)
. (E2)

We may write the cost of running EstimatePF once at
a step r in Algorithm 2 in the general form if we replace
εabs → εrelZmax/2

r+1 and δ → (6/π2)δ/r2. Then,

T1(r) = Õ

(
γ log (1/δ)

ε2relZ2
max

4rr2 log(r)

)
, (E3)

where the Õ notation hides polylogarithmic factors in
εrel. The factor γ depends on β, m, L and CH , and is
different for Algorithms 1.A and 1.B.

Then, the overall cost of running EstimatePF R
times in Algorithm 2 is

T2(R) =

R∑
r=1

T1(r) (E4)

= Õ

(
γ log (1/δ)

ε2relZ2
max

R∑
r=1

4rr2 log(r)

)
(E5)

= Õ

(
γ log (1/δ)

ε2relZ2
max

4RR3

)
, (E6)

where the Õ notation hides a polylogarithmic factor in
εrel. We can compute the expected value of the cost of
Algorithm 2 as T2 =

∑∞
R=1 Pr(R)T2(R). We note that

∞∑
R=1

Pr(R)4RR3

=

q+1∑
R=1

Pr(R)4RR3 +

∞∑
R=q+2

Pr(R)4RR3 (E7)

≤ 4q+1(q + 1)3 +

∞∑
q′=q+2

Pr(R ≥ q′)4q′q′3 . (E8)

We use Equation (D11) to bound the second term in the
above and obtain

∞∑
q′=q+2

Pr(R ≥ q′)4q′q′3

≤
∞∑

q′=q+2

(
6
π2

)q′−q−1 4q
′
q′3

(q′ − q − 1)!
(E9)

= 4q+1
∞∑

q′′=0

(
24
π2

)q′′ (q′′ + q + 1)3

q′′!
(E10)

= O(4qq3) . (E11)

Therefore, the expected complexity of Algorithm 2 can
be written as

T2 = Õ

(
γ log (1/δ)

ε2relZ2
max

4qq3
)

= Õ

(
γ log (1/δ)

ε2relZ2
(log (Zmax/Z))

3

)
. (E12)

For Algorithm 1.A, we have γ = e2βM2L3CH(β2 + m2)
and Zmax = Meβ , giving

T2A = Õ

((
Meβ

εrelZ

)2

L3CH log (1/δ)

× (β2 +m2)
(
log
(
Meβ/Z

))3)
. (E13)

For Algorithm 1.B, we have γ = M2L3CHm(β+m) and
Zmax = M , giving

T2B = Õ

((
M

εrelZ

)2

L3CH log (1/δ)

×m(β +m) (log (M/Z))
3

)
. (E14)

The Õ notation in T2A and T2B hides polylogarithmic
factors in β, m, and εrel.
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